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Cost to Watch:
Free
CE Hours
Available:
1 CE
CE Certificate
for NAADAC
Members:
Free
CE Certificate
for Nonmembers:
$15

CE Certificate
To obtain a CE Certificate for the time you spent watching this
webinar:
1. Watch and listen to this entire webinar.
2. Pass the online CE quiz, which is posted at:
www.naadac.org/parents-PTSD-trauma-webinar
3. If applicable, submit payment for CE certificate or join
NAADAC.
4. A CE certificate will be emailed to you within 21 days of
submitting the quiz.
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Webinar Presenter
Sean M. Swaby, MA, CCC, ICCAC
smswaby@icloud.com

Getting High on Recovery
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Webinar Learning Objectives
1
Gain an understanding
of ACES research and
the principles of trauma
therapy from an ACT
and Mindfulness
perspective.

2
Understand how a
family member’s
addiction can retraumatize families,
partners and other
close supports.

3
Encourage participants to
consider practical traumainformed containment and
treatment strategies that can
be used with parents,
families, partners and other
caregivers.
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What are the effects of secondary trauma on
families? And what can we do to assist when
family trauma has occurred?
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Definitions
Trauma – an experience that is sudden, disturbing and threatening, often leaving lasting and
troubling memories. As a result, the person may experience or re-experience trauma related
memories and sensations, which affect and is affected by others. “Trauma is by nature
interpersonal…” (Figley & Figley, 2009)
Secondary trauma – (Indirect exposure) the emotional burden that follows hearing about the
firsthand trauma experiences of another triggering a traumatic stress response (will vary
based on level of emotional involvement and personal history).
Trauma triggers – traumatic stress responses arising from specific external and/or internal
cues (both conscious or unconscious).
Family Work, Family Counselling – refers to the direct provision of professional mental
health services with families. (Prevention, psychoeducation, intake or assessment, update
sessions with parents or involved supports, individual work or counselling, or family sessions
with multiple members present)
Addiction – for this presentation, addiction includes all forms of problematic substance use
and compulsive/behavioral addictions.
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Secondary trauma is defined as the “cost of
caring” for others.
(2011). Vicarious trauma. Fact sheet #9. American Counseling Association
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Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACES)
In the late 90’s CDC-Kaiser Permanente Adverse
Childhood Experiences Study studied over 17,000
HMO members.
Certain childhood experiences can harm the
developing brain/attachment system so profoundly
that the effects show up decades later in the form of
chronic disease, illnesses, aggression and violence,
mental health and addiction.
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Prevalence of substance use & addiction
7.6% of adults reached SUD diagnostic levels
18.9% experience a mental illness
3.4% experience both SUD & mental illness

•
•

(2017) – SAMHSA

7% of adolescents met DSM-IV criteria for an
AUD/SUD in past year (2008)

20% (aprox) of Canadians report a SUD in their
lifetime
4.6% internet gaming disorder
2-12.9% internet addiction worldwide
7.3%-8.3% workaholism (Norway, Hungary)

•

Overall, alcohol is the cause of
most frequently reported SUD.
Most data shows that peak levels
of drug use are highest among
those aged 18–25.
By the time they are seniors,
almost 70 percent of high school
students will have tried alcohol, ½
will have taken an illegal drug,
nearly 40 percent will have smoked
a cigarette, & more than 20
percent will have used a
prescription drug for a nonmedical
purpose.
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What’s an ACE?
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“We hold the view that even if only one person in the
family is directly affected by a traumatic or stressful
experience, the whole family is likely to be impacted
and will potentially experience distress and
heightened arousal states.”
Mcllwaine & O’Sullivan, 2015
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Polling Question #1
On a scale of 1-10, how helpful is
understanding your own personal ACEs in
your work as a counselor?
A. 1-3 Minimally helpful
B. 4-6 Somewhat helpful
C. 7-8 Very helpful
D. 9-10 Essential
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Addiction and family dynamics:
Layers of trauma
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Impacts of addiction on families
“Some (siblings)
have expressed
exasperation and
wondered aloud if
they also had to
resort to alcohol
and other drug
use to gain the
attention of their
parents.”
Hazelton Betty Ford
Foundation, Press release
CENTER CITY, MINN. (July 19,
2016)

•

Theft and loss of trust - money and possessions are stolen,
personal property and boundaries may be regularly (and even
intentionally) disregarded

•

Threats and concerns for their own safety

•

Anxiety, on edge, fearing the worst

•

Difficulties coping, and even dramatic behavior changes families react with deep conflicted anger, withdrawal and
isolation, hopeless/helplessness, guilt and self-blame, unhealthy
behaviors: eating, working long hours, or substance use

•

Siblings may feel ignored, abandoned when the family is
focused solely on the member experiencing addiction. They may
‘fly under the radar’ and attempt to cope in unhealthy ways.

•

Neglect their health, mental health, their goals and their
values

•

Financial strain
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Communication breakdown
Reaction – Families express raw emotions
through blame and accusations, which may
escalate the negative communication
Angry backlash – in reaction negative
attention, blame and anger may be directed
towards other family members.
Distraction and blame - Inadvertently (or
even purposefully) the loved one may be
shielded from natural consequences and
accountability. The family is pulsed into
further conflict, blame and defensive
communication patterns.

“If they can easily
blame the family
disruption on you
(“everything would be
fine if dad just chilled
out some”), they don’t
have to look at how
their actions have
impacted the system.”
Carrie Wilkens, PhD
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Family traumatic stress
•

Personal ACES, a trauma history or recent
traumatic stress can be ‘re-lived’

•

Experience with their loved one may trigger family
members’ dissociation, anxiety, fear, or other
fight/flight/freeze responses.

•

Any parent conflict will increase overall family
stress, anxiety and insecurity.

•

Avoidance – of each other, or any topic that may
cause conflicts will further destabilize the family
harmony. “Walking on eggshells.”

“Trauma is by
nature interpersonal…”
(Figley & Figley, 2009)
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“Participants spoke of cycles where a parent would be triggered by something that
would happen with their child, and out of fear, the child would be triggered into a fight
or fear response to match their parent’s arousal. Participants talked about children
becoming aggressive and violent which would send their parent’s into a dissociative or
fight response. There was such a constant state of arousal reaction in the relationship
that that is what became familiar and normal. This trauma bond overrode any sort of
nurturance, security, or love between the parent and child. This was now how they
connected.”
Michael C. Schaeffer, MSW
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Family traumatic stress
Family members
may be triggered by
their own early
childhood stresses,
trauma background,
or the stress from
living the story of
their loved one’s
addiction.

“When children are exposed to
distress or traumatic experiences in
their lives, it is vital that parents be
able to support and help their
children process their experience to
reduce harm and suffering as soon
as possible after the event. For an
average parent (no PTSD) this can
be difficult.”
Michael C. Schaeffer, MSW
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Vicarious trauma: signs and symptoms for counselors
•

having difficulty talking about their
feelings

•

free floating anger and/or irritation

•

startle effect/being jumpy

•

over-eating or under-eating

•

difficulty falling asleep and/or staying
asleep

•

losing sleep over their child

•

worried that they are not doing enough
for their child

•

diminished joy toward things they once
enjoyed

• dreaming about their child/child’s
trauma experiences
• feeling trapped by their role as a
parent
• diminished feelings of satisfaction
and personal accomplishment
• dealing with intrusive thoughts of
their child who may have
experienced severe trauma histories
• feelings of hopelessness associated
with their parenting/their child
• blaming others

27
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ACES and Secondary Family Trauma
Trauma?
History of
trauma,
mental
health or
attachment
wounds

Pain

Not
Ready

Unexpressed Not ready
or unacknow- to do their
ledged pain

own work

Not Me
This is a
‘You
problem’

Relief

Need
relief from
anxiety,
conflict,
chaos

Help

Desire
their
loved one
to get
help
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Polling Question #2
Choose a movie metaphor that describes
the challenging dynamic of family life.
Families are like…
A. The beauty and the beasts
B. Lion King: the circle of (family) life
C. Harry Potter sorting hat: “Hmm, difficult.
Very difficult.”
D. Star Trek: to explore strange new
worlds
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Families and secondary trauma:
Assessment and support

30
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A therapy that leads to acceptance of turmoil and
an appreciation of its protective nature, illogical as
that may seem, will lead the patient and parents
safely out of the storm.
Mones, Arthur G. Transforming troubled children, teens, and their families. Taylor and Francis.
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Parts Work (Internal Family Systems)
Welcome and give voice to their parts

Managers/Protectors
Exiles
Self
Self is not a part but is the core of the
person
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Parts experience
What parts are you noticing right now?

33
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Helping families notice their parts
Angry parts
-

Anger often protect other more sensitive parts

Extreme parts (or reactions)
-

Extreme control, eating, drinking, over-work, enabling, wanting to “just be
done with all of this”
- Firefighters – parts that rush in when we feel overwhelmed

Avoidance, numbing or to not think/feel
-

Obsessive or rigid planning, lifestyle management, control, anxiety - Managers that attempt to keep
things under wraps

Exile parts
-

Families may notice neglected parts, wounds or older parts. How do they know when they are ready
to listen to these parts? Are they used to pushing these parts away?
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Helping families notice their parts
Frame parts as (at least originally) having a good
intention: to protect or keep safe (yourself and those you
care about)
- Anger, blame, denial, feeling ‘done’ are attempts to take
care of a part of themselves
A key IFS question: How do you feel towards this part?
(…this reaction, this emotion or this thought?)
Practice Self-compassion
- Listen, make room for conflicting parts or reactions
- Notice longings – these may be important values
- How can you honor these other voices, or parts?
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Most people are hurt deeply by betrayals in relationships. It might be better to really
get up against and sort of contact that caring, and maybe take a more loving stance
even with your own pain, and keep your feet moving towards what you really want,
because the cost in terms of intimacy and connection and caring that comes when
you try not to be vulnerable, when you're constantly looking out for betrayals of
trust, is too great. It makes it very hard to have relationships of the kind that you
really want. One, look where the pain is. Flip it over; you'll find that's where
the values are.
Steven C. Hayes
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
ACT is a behavioral and mindfulness based therapy that has shown
significant results with a variety of mental health conditions. It is an
evidence based practice and is a strong adjunct to other addiction
treatment models that include Motivational Interviewing and Relapse
Prevention Therapy.
ACT is an experiential therapy that can teach clients to practice
behavioral flexibility (resiliency) by learning to accept their current
situation and experiences, and take values-based action. ACT is not only
for clients, but also for clinicians – ACT clinicians will learn a great deal
that will support their own awareness, defusion, values awareness and
action.
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
ACT PRINCIPLES
•

Validates suffering and what we cannot change. Acceptance frees up
energy or attention that can be invested on goals or actions that move us
more towards who we want to be.

•

In recovery, the emphasis is on acknowledging (being present to,
opening to) what is uncomfortable or challenging: triggers, conflicts,
emotions, new experiences, the unknown, the idea of acceptance.

•

Anything ‘life-giving’ or enlivening can help identify important values.
Commitment to action in a meaningful direction is emphasized.

•

In session, therapy is experiential. Using the senses, becoming aware of
your body, giving voice to sensations, using worksheets, stretching or moving,
paying attention to thought streams.
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Acceptance and Commitment Therapy
The 3 Main Mindfulness Skills of ACT
1) defusion: distancing from, and letting go of, unhelpful thoughts,
beliefs and memories
2) acceptance: making room for painful feelings, urges and
sensations, and allowing them to come and go without a struggle
3) contact with the present moment: engaging fully with your
here-and-now experience, with an attitude of openness and curiosity

39
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ACT and families

Slow down,
breathe,
get in touch

40

Polling Question #3
How often do you pause to listen to your
parts?
A. 1-3 Only when something pops up
B. 4-6 A few times a month
C. 7-8 Several times a week
D. 9-10 Daily and often between sessions
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Family Centered Trauma Treatment
Psychoeducation
- Provide a road map: recommended process for both the client, and
also the family.
- Discuss nervous system and the way the mind can become
hijacked.
- Naming what family have experienced for what it is: Trauma.
- Provide ACES handouts, have family members complete ACES
assessment.

42
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ACT and the Limbic System
Our response to our
environment, to painful
feelings/sensations/thoug
hts
1. Fight
2. Flight
3. Freeze
“Hand Model of the Brain”
Daniel Siegel, MD
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g
m9CIJ74Oxw

Source: Thinkbynumbers.org
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How can knowing my own ACE Score help me as a parent?
“A Trauma Informed Parent understands how their own history impacts
how they parent; particularly if that history includes trauma or a
significant number of adverse childhood experiences. Parenthood can
resurrect complex feelings affecting how parents react to our children.
An awareness of their own score can help parents understand the root
of their behavior; seeking help if need be.”
Trauma Informed Parent website
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The control agenda - (an invitation to explore willingness)
Hooked into cycles of arguing,
convincing, blaming, giving up, trying to
change, reason-giving, excuses…
It is at this point where families, supporters
and loved ones see the choice they have:
- They cannot control their loved one who
is using substances in harmful ways.
Contact with their own fear, anxiety can
be overwhelming and they may not want
to work on themselves, their reactions or
their trauma (avoidance). So what do
they do?

45
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The control agenda - (an invitation to explore willingness)
Willingness exercise: Tried – Worked – Cost – Like? (Russ
Harris)
•
•
•
•

What have you tried?
How has that worked so far?
What is the cost?
What’s that like for you?
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Talk therapy, without becoming bogged down by ‘talking’
-

-

Ask clients to pause, pay attention and open
to whatever bodily sensations, emotions,
thoughts that may be present
Expect that this may be a challenge as families
are not used to thinking of what they need, or
may want therapy for their loved one, while not
acknowledging their own needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

5-4-3-2 exercise
Write thoughts, feelings, sensations on 8 ½ x 11 paper or on a whiteboard
Feet on floor, hands on chair
Provide flexible, holdable objects in office
Use portable whiteboard, draw image of body and how the head/mind can
become disconnected from the body
Return to the experience of paying attention frequently within sessions and over
the course of treatment
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Values: Anchor in the storm

Listen, watch for a change of energy, a brightening or liveliness – values will
always make themselves known
Values are powerful, they are anchors even when they feel that their lives have
become chaotic

48
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Values: Anchor in the storm
Values:
•
•
•
•

What kind of parent you want to be, the kind of relationship you want to have with
your youth or loved one
What kind of relationship you want to have with your partner
What kind of person you want to be
What kind of family you want to have

Valued actions help guide a person to make small steps each day towards being
more of the parent, partner, person they want to be
Workability: Use values to encourage a self-check about how sustainable an
action is, will it move you or your family towards the life you want?
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Websites and other resources
http://traumainformedparent.com/
Ted Talk: Nadine Burke Harris, PhD
https://www.ted.com/talks/nadine_burke_harris_how_childhood_t
rauma_affects_health_across_a_lifetime?language=en
ACT Mindfully (Russ Harris, MD)
https://www.actmindfully.com.au/
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Thank You!
Sean M. Swaby, MA, CCC, ICCAC
smswaby@icloud.com

Getting High on Recovery

https://smswaby.com/
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CE Certificate

Cost to Watch:
Free
CE Hours
Available:
1 CE
CE Certificate for
NAADAC
Members:
Free
CE Certificate for
Non-members:
$15

To obtain a CE Certificate for the time you spent watching this webinar:
1.

Watch and listen to this entire webinar.

2.

Pass the online CE quiz, which is posted at:

3.

If applicable, submit payment for CE certificate or join NAADAC.

4.

A CE certificate will be emailed to you within 21 days of submitting
the quiz.

www.naadac.org/parents-PTSD-trauma-webinar
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Upcoming Webinars and Events
November 23rd, 2019 12:00pm – 1:30pm EST

December 7th, 2019 12:00pm – 1:30pm EST

Identifying Presenting Concerns: Assessment
Competencies for Service Members,
Veterans, and their Families

Using What Works: A Review of Evidence Based
Treatments for Military Populations

by Duane K.L. France, MA, MBA, LPC

by Duane K.L. France, MA, MBA, LPC

December 4th, 2019 3:00pm – 5:00pm EST

December 11th, 2019 3:00pm – 4:00pm EST

What Addiction Professionals Should Know About
Medical Marijuana

Stages of Clinical Supervision
by Thomas Durham, PhD.

by Aaron Norton, LMHC, LMFT, MCAP, CRC,
ICADC, SAP

www.naadac.org/education
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www.naadac.org/military-vet-online-training-series
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www.naadac.org/clinical-supervision-online-training-series
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WEBINAR SERIES

INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES

Over 145 CEs of free educational
webinars are available. Education
credits are FREE for NAADAC
members.

Earn CEs at home and at your own
pace (includes study guide and
online examination).
CONFERENCES

MAGAZINE ARTICLES

NAADAC Annual Conference,
September 28 – October 2, 2019
Orlando, Florida
www.naadac.org/2019annualconference

In each issue of Advances in
Addiction & Recovery, NAADAC's
magazine, one article is eligible for
CEs.

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

FACE-TO-FACE SEMINARS
NAADAC offers face-to-face
seminars of varying lengths in the
U.S. and abroad.

www.naadac.org/join

Demonstrate advanced education in diverse
topics with the NAADAC Certificate Programs:
• Recovery to Practice
• Conflict Resolution in Recovery
• National Certificate in Tobacco Treatment
Practice
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Thank you for joining!
NAADACorg
NAADAC
44 Canal Center Plaza, Suite 301
Alexandria, VA 22314
phone: 703.741.7686 / 800.548.0497
fax: 703.741.7698 / 800.377.1136
naadac@naadac.org
www.naadac.org

Naadac
NAADAC
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